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A MISERABLE KUFFAAR PROFESSION

They eat like animals – they are more astray than animals (Qur’aan)

A SISTER FROM PAKISTAN WRITES:

“It seems that the ever increasing momentum of the eating phenomena is eating away the
morals and shame of this Ummah of Rasoolallah (Sallalahu Alaihay Wasallam). The latest latest
craze being that of young Muslim men aged 19, 20 years after completing their intermediate
education, getting admission in the culinary arts colleges of Malaysia to get degrees in culinary
arts and become Chefs or cooks.

These Malaysian colleges are advertising day and night that all meat and poultry used in their
practical work kitchens are hundred percent halal and for Muslim students alcohol will not be
used in any dish. Most cunningly they don't mention the other e-number loaded ingredients.

In line with this slogan of their’s, the students to be, and their parents also pursue the same
lines and proudly say that Malaysia is a Muslim country, hence this arrangement and after
becoming master chefs our children can easily get jobs in the ever increasing hotel industry all
over the world. All these institutions are coed although the number of girls is very low.

Can this be possible? What has happened to the youth of this Ummah running after such a
profession, as they call it. In addition some parents very proudly say that our sons will get a job
in any famous hotel or restaurant in France, the home of culinary arts. One can only say,
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Innalillaa hi wainna ilaihi rajioon.
Request for your duas.
(End of Letter)

COMMENT

Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said that while a kaafir devours food with “seven
intestines”, a Muslim eats with “one intestine”. This sums up the villainy of the kuffaar culinary
profession and industry. This industry specializes in halaalized carrion. Halaalizing carrion is the
speciality of all the haraam certifying entities without any exception.

Malaysia like all other Muslim countries is not an Islamic state. All countries where Muslims are
in majority and regarded as Muslim lands are in fact kufr states. All Muslim countries, without a
single exception, are governed by kuffaar and kufr laws. Not only the governments, but the vast
majority of the inhabitants of Muslim countries are also kuffaar all like kuffaar in word, deed and
thought. We have heard that Brunei has introduced Shariah Law. We are not aware if this is
indeed factual. If it is a fact, then Brunei will be an exceptional case.

Muslims all over the world – the vast majority –the overwhelming majority – are not Muslim at
heart. Whilst they verbally profess to be Muslims by virtue of birth, and while they mechanically
and with gross deficiency practise the rituals of Islam, their beliefs are the same as those of the
Yahood, Nasaara and even of atheists. They are entirely lacking in valid Imaan, hence they
have no qualms pursing money in haraam ways and striving for qualifications in haraam
professions to serve their western kuffaar masters.

The vilest facet of the “culinary arts” in this era is the halaalization of carrion by personnel who
claim to be related to the Deen, i.e. by molvis and sheikhs who have betrayed Allah Ta’ala, the
Rasool (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) and the Ummah for a miserable haraam pittance. Every
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certifier is a haraam carrion certifier. Their hearts are dead. Their Imaan is dead. They have
absolutely no concept of Maut, Barzakh and Qiyaamah. Malaysia is the leading Satanist in this
field, followed by South Africa, then other rubbish certifiers in Europe.

Pursuing education to acquire qualification in culinary arts is in flagrant conflict with the
teachings and ethos of Islam. Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) emphasized the
incumbency of simplicity and frugality in food as well as in all aspects of life. This dunya is
‘jeefah’ (carrion), said our Nabi (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam). The Muslim is not supposed to fill
his belly with food. He has to eat simply and not overeat nor fill his stomach to capacity. Hadhrat
Abdullah Bin Sahl (Rahmatullah alayh) said: “When Allah created the world, He instilled
ignorance and sin in shaba’(satiation – a full stomach), and Ilm and Hikmat in joo’ (hunger).”

Kuffaar devour food and junk gluttonously worse than even the methodology of even animals.
To gratify the gluttony of their bestial nafs, the kuffaar have invented the culinary art profession
which nowadays even so-called Muslims are pursuing. In addition to the satanism of gluttony on
which this bestial art is structured, a host of other haraam acts is perpetrated in the process of
acquiring the satanic education and in the profession as well.

Today the Ummah while ostensibly Muslim, is not Muslim at heart. Muslims are on par with the
kuffaar in both practical life and in spirit and understanding. Every activity of Muslims is for the
acquisition of worldly and nafsaani objectives. There is no longer any conception of the
Objective of the Aakhirah for which Allah Ta’ala has despatched us to earth for a temporary
sojourn. This ephemeral dunya has become thebe all, the focus and the only objective of
Muslims of this era. The Deen has been assigned hobby status to be discarded, misinterpreted
and submitted to worldly goals at whim and fancy. The following Hadith succinctly portrays the
status of the Ummah today:

Hadhrat Abdullah Bin Amr (Radhiyallahu anhu) said:

“An age will dawn over the people when they will gather in the Musjid and perform Salaat whilst
not a single one will be a Mu’min.”
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The Mashaaikh say that eating once a day is the way of the Siddiqqen. Eating twice a day is the
way of the masses of Muslims. Eating thrice a day is the way of the beasts. Culinary pursuits
reduce insaan to a level lower than the beasts of the jungle – beasts which display
comparatively speaking a degree of austerity even in food consumption.

Once Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said that eating more than once a day is israaf
(waste).
This is the Sunnah for adoption by the Siddiqeen class of Auliya.

Males who pursue the kuffaar culinary arts profession are Dayyooth who suffer from
hermaphroditic tendencies. They are somewhat mentally and sexually deranged.

9 Jamadal Ula 1438 - 7 February 2017
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